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ABSTRACT

Common process models for the development of application software (AS) are examined regarding their suitability for offshoring projects. Such projects require communication and interaction among onsite and offshore project stakeholders to be well supported. Process models applied by organizations using offshore services are discussed, and a generalized offshoring life cycle model is presented. We also discuss the distribution of work between the organization that outsources AS development and the offshore organization that carries out the major share of the development work. Software development tasks performed onsite and offshore are identified.
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INTRODUCTION

The context of this paper is the development of application software (AS) or more specifically, business information systems (IS) by or for organizations in Western European countries and the US. We take an approved project proposal (i.e. the management decisions to launch the project and to build the system have been made) as the starting point for the development project, and discuss various aspects of process models with regard to offshoring.

In the next section, the characteristics of common process models for AS development are outlined and the requirements resulting from the fact that parts of the AS development process are offshored are discussed. This is followed by a brief evaluation of common process models and their suitability for development projects which involve offshoring. Offshoring-specific process models found in practice are described in the next section. Based on the findings from this analysis, a generic process model for offshoring projects is presented. Some conclusions are drawn and related issues are addressed in the final section.

STATE-OF-THE ART IN THE FIELD OF PROCESS MODELS

Any development effort needs a specification of the problems to be tackled. Starting from such a problem specification, there are many ways to conduct the development project. Software process models help to arrange development activities into a specific order. A software process model is an ordered set of activities with associated results which is followed during the production and evolution of software. It is an abstract representation of a type of software process.

A large number of software process models have been proposed since the beginning of software engineering, categorized in many ways, and described by attributes such as:

- linear vs. iterative development,
- sequential vs. incremental development,
- plan-driven vs. agile development,
- model-driven vs. evolutionary development.

Since software development costs are significantly lower in Asian, Latin American and Eastern European countries than in the United States and Western Europe, many software orders have gone to vendors in such countries. While the price has been the driving factor for many years, other reasons such as access to qualified personnel and increasing the speed to market have also emerged.

AS development projects that lend themselves easily to offshoring are projects that automate well-documented business functions or processes where little day-to-day interaction is required. An ideal process would be one that is completely specified in terms of process steps as well as inputs and outputs of those steps. In such a case, a specification could be "thrown over the wall" (i.e. handed over to the offshore firm) and an information system would come back as the result of the project. Unfortunately most projects are not of that nature, instead they require a lot of interaction. Therefore project teams have to be set up in such a way that onsite and offshore personnel can communicate easily and at length. In addition, customer or end-user requirements need to be communicated effectively.
Sequential Process Model (Waterfall Model)

The oldest and best-understood process model is the sequential process model [15]. Since it was "the" process model for a long time, it has also been called the software life cycle model (SLC model). This model is based on the premise that the development process can be divided into distinct stages with specified inputs and outputs and well-defined results. The next stage starts when the previous one is completed. Results cascade from one stage downwards to the next stage, just like a waterfall. The flow of work is sequential and basically unidirectional as illustrated by the arrows in figure 1.

![Waterfall model diagram]

Figure 1. Waterfall model

The drawbacks and advantages of the waterfall model have been extensively discussed for many years. Most authors agree that the assumption of distinct phases performed in strict sequential order does not conform to what happens in practical projects. To cope with these real-world circumstances, various modifications of the waterfall model that include revisiting earlier stages were proposed. However, even in its iterative variants, the waterfall model is mainly suited for sequential processes.

Rational Unified Process (RUP)

Evolutionary development takes into account that most systems undergo an evolution after they have been installed, i.e., they grow and change. Development cycles and prototyping play an important role in evolutionary development. Process models based on explicit development cycles supporting evolutionary and incremental processes were developed in the 1980's and 1990's both in practice and in academia (e.g., [8]). Many of these ideas were later incorporated into the Rational unified process (RUP).

RUP supports incremental development, dividing large projects into sub-projects. The process model is two-dimensional. The dimensions are phases and disciplines [2]. Phases extend in time, while disciplines expand into activities. The phases are called:

- inception,
- elaboration,
- construction,
- transition.

The disciplines are: business modeling, requirements, analysis & design, implementation, test, deployment, configuration & change management, project management, and environment. Disciplines extend across phases. This means that typical activities such as modeling, analysis, design, implementation and testing are not confined to one phase but are ongoing activities during the entire life cycle.

Iterations occur within phases. Iterations are intended for all phases, yet only within a phase. The result of an iteration, especially in the construction stage, is an increment or a subsystem which could conceivably be deployed to users as a release. The phases as such are sequential. In this way, RUP combines sequential and iterative process aspects in one process model ("serial in the large, iterative in the small" [2]).

Agile Development

An even more incremental and iterative approach is agile development (AD). A famous AD document is the agile manifesto ("Manifesto for agile software development"). This is a position statement indicating what the authors (the "agile alliance") consider fundamental ideas for better software development [1]. Several agile methodologies have been developed. Among them are:
Extreme programming (XP),
- Scrum (http://www.controlchaos.com/about/)
- Feature driven development (FDD – http://www.featuredrivendevelopment.com/),
- Crystal Clear [5],

Extreme programming (XP) is the best-known of the agile methodologies. It became popular through Kent Beck's book which was published in 1999 (first edition of [3]). XP is a set of simple and concrete practices that combines into an agile development process [11]. Well-known practices include close interaction with the customer, user stories, pair programming, planning game, test-driven development and refactoring [3, 11, 17].

From the description of XP, it is doubtful if extreme programming has a process model at all. In the agile community, "process" is often used with a negative undertone, implying that a process has attributes such as "disciplined" or "structured" which are disliked by agile developers. Nevertheless, the description of relationships between iterations, releases, stories and tests indicates that there is a certain process paradigm underlying XP, including iterations and prototypes ("spikes").

EVALUATION OF PROCESS MODELS FROM AN OFFSHORING PERSPECTIVE

Process models on the spectrum from one extreme – strictly sequential – to the other – completely incremental and discussion-based like XP – exhibit different requirements for project communication and interaction. Figure 2 illustrates this matter by plotting evolution intensity against the need for interaction among project stakeholders.

In a strictly sequential process model such as the waterfall model, communication between different stakeholders is limited: System analysts talk to the customer and/or end-users in the requirements analysis & definition stage. At the end of this stage, they hand over the requirements specification to the designers. Designers or architects develop software models and give those models to the software developers at the end of the design stage, etc.

In contrast, at the other end of the spectrum, communication and interaction among the stakeholders occur continually. For example, the stakeholders (i.e. programmers, architects, quality staff, customers etc.) in XP projects meet regularly face-to-face to discuss problems, processes and possible solutions.

As stakeholders in offshoring projects are usually widely dispersed around the world, it is obviously not possible to have ongoing face-to-face discussions every other day. This is one reason why the more to the right-hand side of figure 2 a process model is located, the less likely it is that this model is used in an offshoring project. Agile approaches, for example,
rely on informal processes to facilitate coordination whereas distributed software development typically relies on formal mechanisms [14].

Process models employed by offshore providers today tend to be towards the left-hand side of the spectrum (see figure 2). An obvious advantage of a sequential model is that it has well-defined milestones and documents which can be used for interfacing onsite and offshore tasks. Communication between the onsite and offshore teams is largely based on documents in this process model.

On the other hand, modern agile approaches such as XP have proved beneficial in many onshore projects. Therefore organizations are trying to transfer their benefits to offshoring projects as well. A discussion of how agile methods can be used in globally distributed software development can be found in the October 2006 issue of the Communications of the ACM (in particular [9, 14]). Although the findings, based on real-life projects, seem to be encouraging, the current state in the offshoring practice is that sequential-type process models are still dominating.

OFFSHORING SPECIFIC PROCESS MODELS AND WORK DISTRIBUTION

Organizations outsourcing AS development to an offshore provider are typically either user organizations with their own development groups, attempting to reduce costs, or software organizations developing custom information systems, with the user organization involved in the development.

The organization carrying out most of the development work is at a remote location, either far away (offshoring), or at least not close (nearshoring) so that daily face-to-face communication is not a typical characteristic. This means that communication and interaction need to be planned and ensured in a different way. The transition of work results from one organization to the other one has to be prepared based on well-defined documents, software artifacts and quality assurance.

At first sight, process models followed by organizations that offshore AS development are not much different from models for onsite development. In practice, process models are often based on one of the previously discussed models, yet with specific extensions to capture offshoring needs and reality. In particular, organizations that developed software themselves before they started offshoring are often continuing with the same process model as before. The obvious reason is that project-management experience and know-how related with that model are available.

Offshore providers, on the other hand, are somewhat limited in the choice of process model for their part, because their model has to match the offshorer's model. The looser the connections between the customer and the contractor are, the more freedom the contractor has to proceed according to their own preferences. Obviously the offshore provider cannot follow an iterative approach such as RUP if the customer's process model is strictly sequential.

Since many organizations have been applying a sequential process model or a variant of such a model in their onshore development projects, it is not surprising that sequential approaches are dominating the literature. Notwithstanding its many disadvantages, the waterfall model provides clear milestones, deliverables and points of management control that are particularly helpful when communication and feedback are by nature not as close as in an onsite project.

High-level offshore process models often exhibit the same sequential phases as a conventional process model for onsite development, i.e. business problem definition, requirements, analysis & design, implementation, testing, deployment, operations & support. The difference between various models concerns who has responsibility for which activities and in which phases, including additional activities not present in conventional process models. Who has which responsibilities depends on the chosen scope of outsourcing – i.e. does the organization wish to outsource:

1. coding and testing,
2. module design, coding and testing,
3. system design, module design, coding and testing,
4. "the problem"?

In the first and second cases, most life cycle tasks remain with the customer's project team. The fourth case, outsourcing the entire business problem, is different in that most of the responsibilities are with the offshore provider.
Figure 3. Onsite and offshore responsibilities in a high-level process model [16]
Figure 4. Infosys GDM for application software development [4]
In the third case, the cut-off stage is the system design. Often the onsite and offshore teams collaborate during the design stage as illustrated in figure 3. The diagram illustrates the high-level process model of a large, globally operating German software company. The underlying division of labor leaves project management, architecture, high-level design, risk and quality management, and the final testing responsibilities with the outsourcer while the detailed design, coding and much of the testing are the responsibility of the offshore provider.

The assignment of work packages to onsite and offshore locations is reflected in Infosys's GDM (global delivery model). Containing all major stages of the software life cycle, this model can be regarded as a process model as well. As figure 4 shows, four major phases are identified: discovery, design & build, deploy and post-implementation support. While the "discovery" (of requirements and scope) and deployment of the system happen onsite, the early design and building stages – high-level design and user interface design – involve activities on both the client's and Infosys's sides. The rest of the development stages and activities as well as bug fixing and maintenance are done in India.

By examining offshore process models in more detail, a number of additional tasks different from conventional process models can be identified. These tasks are largely due to additional communication, collaboration and control requirements between onsite and offshore personnel which are not present in onsite projects.

An example of this is illustrated in figure 5. Additional communication requirements arise from a sequence of approval steps. The process summarized in this figure is practiced by DC&M, a Brazilian offshore provider [6]. Here it is assumed that the offshore company enters the process at a very early stage, i.e. when the business problem is investigated and business requirements are being specified. The specification created by the offshore provider's consultant specifies the functional requirements from a business perspective. This specification is created in several steps and iterations, and finally approved by the customer's stakeholders.

Once formally approved, the technical specification is created. Offshore technical staff convert the functional specification into a technical solution (system design). This specification is also created in several steps and iterations with onsite and offshore technical staff involved. Finally it has to be approved by the key players from the technical perspective (e.g. offshore and onsite technical project leaders and developers).

Developing the technical solution comprises implementation and testing. An approval step has to be passed again, this time internally by the offshore provider's quality assurance staff. Afterwards the approved solution is delivered to the offshore provider's business consultant who wrote the functional specification. If the solution also passes this review step, the system is handed over to the customer for reviewing the final result with respect to the business problem and requirements that initiated the project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What?</th>
<th>Who?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Functional specification</td>
<td>OP business consultant, customer's staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Business requirements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Functional requirements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval of functional specification</td>
<td>Customer's stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical specification</td>
<td>OP technical staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- System design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Detailed design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval of technical specification</td>
<td>Customer &amp; OP technical heads, developers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical solution</td>
<td>OP development team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Implementation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Testing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval of technical specification</td>
<td>OP quality assurance staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional solution review</td>
<td>OP business consultant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval of functional solution</td>
<td>OP business consultant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business solution review</td>
<td>OP business consultant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval of business solution</td>
<td>Customer's stakeholders</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: OP = offshoring provider

Figure 5. Offshoring project approval steps (based on [6])

A GENERALIZED OFFSHORING PROCESS MODEL

Based on the findings of the process model evaluations in the first section and the characteristics
of offshoring process models found in practice, a
generic process model for AS development which
includes offshored development tasks is presented in
figure 6. Taking into account that offshoring projects
differ in what development tasks are outsourced to
the offshore company, figure 6 attempts to capture
the major stages that most projects go through. Tasks
displayed in the left-hand part of figure are
performed onsite, while tasks displayed on the right-
hand side are performed offshore.

Depending on the development stage where the out-
ourcing starts, offshoring-specific tasks and stages are
entered earlier or later in the project – following the
business-problem specification, requirements
analysis & definition, high-level design or detailed-
design stage, respectively. Offshoring-specific stages
are the following:

- **Examination of offshoring feasibility**: Provided
  that offshoring is considered a serious option, the
  goal is to investigate in more detail if the project is
  suited to offshoring.

- **Making the project ready for offshoring** includes
  the following tasks [12]: Determining what has to
  be done before a work order can be placed with
  the provider; setting up a project organization that
takes offshoring-specific requirements into
  account; establishing a rough overall project sched-
  ule and a more detailed transition plan; manage-
  ment commitment to outsource project stages
  offshore; and preparing onsite project members and
  other stakeholders to deal with the offshoring
  situation.

- **Detailed offshore project feasibility**: In this stage,
  the customer and the offshore provider analyze in
detail if it is reasonable to assume that the out-
  sourced tasks will be solved as expected. The off-
  shore provider needs to collect the necessary
  information in order to examine whether the
  required expertise, manpower and technical infra-
  structure are available or can be allocated at their
  site in order to be able to make a definite commit-
  ment. The customer’s objective is to be sure that
  the partner is reliable and capable of delivering as
  expected. This stage includes refining the project
  organization, the transition plan and the project
  schedule.

- **Placing the offshore development order**: Provided
  that the offshore partner is willing and capable of
  performing the outsourced tasks, both parties
  enter into an agreement specifying among other
  things the work to be done, the deliverables, and
  perhaps process characteristics.

![Figure 6. A generalized offshoring life cycle model](image.png)
process, tool or environment knowledge), offshore personnel may have to be trained by the customer. For this purpose, employees of the offshore provider visit the customer's organization onsite in many cases, collecting information and knowledge that they take home to disseminate among their colleagues in the project.

- **Delivery:** While a significant workload will be carried by the offshore provider in the meantime, the next stage from the customer's point of view is when they get the result. This is supposed to be the working information system. In addition to the software, the system documentation, testing results and quality assurance reports will be handed over to the customer. Delivery usually takes place onsite, with offshore personnel available onsite to solve any problems detected immediately before the system goes live.

Depending on which tasks and stages were outsourced, the process continues at the customer's site with either system or acceptance testing.

Although the model in figure 6 is basically sequential, with some activities possibly going on in parallel, the offshore-specific stages need not necessarily be performed in a strict sequence nor as disjoint stages as the illustration suggests. For example, RFCs and negotiations can be performed before, after or parallel to making the project ready for offshoring. Likewise, if the offshore provider is already known, then the project feasibility study leading to a final commitment to offshore the project can be done together with the stage in which the project is made ready for offshoring.

Furthermore, there are break points in the process which are not explicitly marked in the figure. Such a point, where the project may be canceled or the process may go back to an earlier stage, is, for example, the end of the offshore project feasibility analysis. If the offshore provider cannot credibly assure that the project is in good hands, the customer may negotiate with a different provider, or the offshoring idea may be completely canceled because the problems occurring with this provider are expected or presumed to be same with other providers.

**The Offshore Provider's Perspective**

Unless the offshore provider is a subsidiary or a captive center of a multinational enterprise, it is likely to be a normal software company in its home country, perhaps specialized in working with customers abroad. From the point of view of such a company, an offshoring project is just another project that has to be acquired on the market, bidding against competitors.

With regard to process models, offshore providers for their part are restricted by the overall model imposed by the customer. However, the further up in the system life cycle the offshore provider enters the process, the more freedom they have to form the process according to their needs and experience. Offshore providers have their own internal process models, even though they only expose the external interfaces of these models in the form of a global delivery model (GDM, e.g. [4]).

When the entire system development process is in the hands of the offshore provider, this organization is free to choose an iterative or evolutionary approach, for example. If the customer is ready for continuous engagement and collaboration, and if the offshore provider has onsite personnel, even a comprehensive iterative approach such as RUP may be applied.

At the beginning of the offshoring trend, maintenance as well as coding & testing projects constituted the majority of offshore projects, because programming work was inexpensive in the offshore countries. With accumulating offshoring experience, the level of software-capabilities maturity has grown over the years. As a consequence, many offshore providers were recognized as trusted partners for pre-coding stages as well as for outsourcing entire business functions or processes.

The more projects an offshore provider successfully completes with the same customer, the closer the business relationship with that customer becomes, and the likelier future contracts or awards in a bid are. With a long-standing relationship, trust between the partners grows, and the customer may be increasingly willing to outsource more critical process stages such as requirements analysis or even the entire solution process for the business problem to the offshore partner.

**CONCLUSIONS AND RELATED PROBLEMS**

Project management in offshore development projects is more complex than in onsite and onshore projects. Since project management activities are bound to process steps, adequate process models reflecting both onsite and offshore tasks are needed. This paper discussed common general process models as well as offshoring-specific models. A generalized offshoring life cycle model was presented.
The outsourcer's management face two major challenges: they need to communicate the benefits of offshoring for the company's competitiveness to their own staff and to manage the transformation process from inhouse to offshore development. In offshoring projects, there is still plenty of work left in the customer's organization. Yet this work is different, is more on the business and departmental level, e.g. preparing projects to make them ready for offshoring and identifying new opportunities for IS solutions. Personnel further down the development cycle may be qualified to complete tasks from within the project’s life cycle, closer to the business problem, or in the coordination of onsite and offshore activities.

A final remark refers to the risks of offshoring. As organizations consider the vast benefits and allure of offshore outsourcing, they must balance the risks and uncertainties with the potential benefits. Many companies fail to manage the risks. A proper risk assessment and mitigation plan should be prepared in advance [13]. Infosys Technologies, for example, includes a detailed plan for risk identification, monitoring and mitigation as part of project planning. This plan covers risk identification, prioritization and mitigation options. The status of risks is continuously tracked and reviewed using a monthly milestone mechanism [7].
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